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The ·cHAIRMAN CPoiand) (translation from French) : I declare open the one 

hundred and sixty-fourth meetirig of the Conference.of.the Eighteen-Nation Committee 

on Disarmament. 

Before calling upon the first speaker, I·should like to make the following 

announcement to the Committee. In accordance with earlier decisions, the 

Comrnittee begins today the examination of so-called collateral measures. I have 

just been informed by our Committee's co-Chairmen that they have· started discussing 

a specific agenda. As they have not yet been able to reach a deci"sion, today' s 

meeting will be devoted to a discussion of partial measures of a general nature. 

As. there appear to be no objections, it is so decided. 

:Mr. FOSTER (United States of .America): Today I should like to begin 

consideration of one of the major areas outlined in President Johnson 1 s message to 

the Conference (ENDC/120) where furthe-r steps can and should be taken in 1964. 

That is the area of non-dissemination of nuclear weapons and of weapon material. and 

information. All the par~icipants in our Conference have expressed the need for 

considerat-ion of that important subj"ect. 

My pUrposes today are: first, to emphasize the reasons why t'he United States 

delegation believes it imper'ative that action be taken now, before it is too late, 

to inhibit the multiplication of national nuclear capabilities; secpnd, to review 

briefly the present United States ··poiicy with ·regard to nuclear non-dissemination; 

and, third, to present the important features of specific steps which we believe 

can be taken immediately to corita:Ln the nuclear threat. At subseq_uent meetings I 

shall explore in greater depth the series of separate measures in this field which 

the United States is proposing~ 

The· spread of nuclear weapons and weapon technology to non-nuclear ·nations 

constitu:tes a grave threat to the· ,security and peace of all nations, large and 

small, nuclear and non-nucl~ar. This is one of the·postulates upon which all 

participants in this Conference agr~e. Every increase in the number of nations 

controlling nuclear weapons will multiply the possibilities of nuclear 

confrontations and the risks· of accidental or intentional use of nuclear weapons • 

... 

... 
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A further spread of national nuclear forces would constitute a threat as 

critical to the security of non-nuclear as to that of nuclear nations. This was 

one of President· Kennedy's major qoncerns. He brought the point home when on 
I 

26 July 1963 he said: 

"I ask you·to stop and think for a moment what it would mean to have 

nuclear weapons. . • • in the hands of countries large and small, stable and 

unstable, responsible and irresponsible, scattered through the world. 

\There would be no rest for anyone then, no stability, no real security 

and no chance o:t: effective disarmament." (ENDC/102, p.5) 

Non-nuclear nations have frequently expressed the fear of being caught in the 

cross~fire of a nuclear exchange between the two nuclear sides. Certainly the 

deadly fall-out which .would result from such an.·exchange would not be confined 

within any particular set of national boundaries. But I think it is equally true 

that the security of non-nuclear Powers among themselves will be decreased by the 

wider dissemination of national nuclear weapon capabilities. 

Arms races, unfortunately, are not confined to large industrial nations. We 

are a:ll aware that local arms races are being run today in various trouble-spots _ 

of the world. Nuclear weappns would add a new and dangerous ingredient to any of 

these potentially-explosive situations. 

·The acquisition pf nuclear weapons by smaller countries wcmld increa.se the 

likelihood· of the great Powers becoming involved in what otherWise might remain 

local conflicts. This danger was recognized by Chairman Khrushchev in his note 

regarding peaceful settlement of territorial disputes~ 

Finally, nuclear aspirations are costly_ to realize. _c,untries in need of 

' economic development should not slow down or halt programmes designed to raise the 

standards of living of all their people in order to seek the dubiGus distinction 
\ 

of membership in the nuclear club. 

It should be clear to_ u.s all, therefore,· that steps tC'. inhibit or prevent 

the proliferation of national nuclear weapon capabilities are a c~mmon interest of 

us all. .This is. the point I wish to stress. It is a conclusion to w·hich both 

moral sense and national self-interest lead us. The interests of both nuclear 

sides overlap in this area. Here also the interests ~f the non-nuclear Powers 

cverlap with one another and with those of the existing nuclear·Powers. 

., 
.. 
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Since the da-wn of the nuclear age, United States policy· has been firmly fj-'"Ced 
r 

against the spread bf na~ional nuclear. weapon capabilities. As you all lmo1,r, it · 

was the United States which in 1946 presented to the United Nations a plan to bring 

atomic energy activities under internati~nal control and to eliminate all atomic 

weapons ~rom national arsenals~ Furthermore, existing domestic legislation in 

the United States prohibits the transfer of nuclear weapons to any nation that has 

not already developed such weapons, and atomic energy as.sistance of any kind to 

other countries is subjected to stringent control. 

It is United Stat~s policy to further the ~evelopment of peaceful uses of 

atomic, energy. President Eisenhower, in his "Atoms for Peace" address to the 

United Nations in 1953, charted our course in this regard. The United States 

subsequently gave its strong support to the establishment of the International 

Atomic Energy Agency, 

However, ever since the first controlled nuclear reaction the world has been. 

plagued by a peculiar fact of nature. Almost any peaceful use o~ nuclear energy 

results in the creation ·of plutonium, an element which can be used to make the 

most destructive weapons mankind has ever known. Therefore, any nuclear power 

plant is a potential source of the raw material for atomic eA~losives. For this 

reason it has long been the policy of the United States Government to support 

the application of international controls to the transfer of nuclear materials, 

equipment or information between States for peaceful uses, as a safeguard against 

proliferation of nuclear weapon capabilities. The United States has, in this 

regard, given strong support to the development of a system of safeguards by the 

International Atomic Energy Agency. T·,Te are pleased to note that the Soviet Union 

has. recently lent its support to the extep.sion of this system cif international 

sa~eguards to large reactor facilities. 

Finally, in this review of United States policy with regard to non-dissemination 

bf nuclear weapons, it should be noted that my Government voted ll1 favour of 

t~e Irish resolution (A/RES/1665(XVI))unanimously adopted by the sixteenth session 

of the General Assembly. You will recall that that resolution calls upon ail 

States, and in particular upon_the States at present possessing nuclear weapons, 

to use their best endeavours to secure the conclusion of an international 

~gree~ent under which nuclear States would undertake to refrain from relinquishing 

control of nuclear weapons to States .not possess'ing such weapons. The agreement 
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called for by the Irish resolution -vvould also contain provisions under ''rhich ,States 

not possessing nuclear weapons wo~ld und?rtake not to manufacture or otherwise 

acq~ire control of such weapons. The United .. States has long sought an agreemel.1t 

which -vvo~d :i,mplement the terms of the .Irish resolution. 

1r!e wish_ to make it clear that the creation of multilate-ral defence forcEl·s 

'Within the framework of, existing collective security arrangements WDuld not result 

in additional States obtaining national control of nuclear weapons, ·The creation 

of S 11Ch forces _would be fully consistent 1,rith the Irish resolution a.;.'ld WDuld, in 

fact, reinforce common policies to prevent •tJider dissemina,ti~n o·f national 

nuclear weapon.capabilities. 

v"Jhat practical steps can ,be taken. to contain .. the threat to the security of 

all nations which the potential spread of national nuclear weapon capabilities: 

presents? Inability~o _reach agreement on a complete solution-of international 

probiems is no excuse for fa:}..lure to take 'Whateyer steps are possible towards a 

partial solution. _There are constructive steps which we believe the ·nuclear 

States' can take tovmrds the objective of preventing the dissemination of national 

nuclear v.reapon capabilities; . and there are steps 1.vhich non-nuclear· States can 
- . 

take in the same field _that will increase their mm security in the nuclear age. 

The United States proposes the following actions: 

First: the United States <vill_, in private discussions, seek agreement with 

the Soviet Union on the terms of a declaration based on the Irish resolution. That 

would contain undertakings regarding non-dissemination·and non-acquisition of nuclear 

weapons. Such a declaration should,, -v-1e believe, be subject to accession by both 

nuclear and non-nuclear Powers. As an immediate step and to facilitate progress 

in these discussions, the United States, for its part, does not intend to take any 

actions inconsistent with the terms of the Irish resolution. 

policy of the United ,States. 

That is the deciared 

Second: The United States proposes .an exploration of the- possibilities of· 

agre8ment on the.application of. effective safeguards to trans..fers of fissionable 
. ' 

I!laterials, equipment o:r:. information, for peaceful purposes. · 1r\fe believe that · 

safeguards of this kind would rr~nimize the possibilities of the development of 

additional nuclear weapon capabilities un,der national control as a: result of such 

transfers. The kind of ag~eement we 1,_rish to consider -would· proVide that transfers 

t 

.• 
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for peaceful purposes would take place only under International Atomic Energy 

Agency safeguards or similar arrangements. 
- . . 

Third: the United States. reaffirms, as a contribution to the objective of 

restricting dissew.ination of.nuclear weapons, its proposal for a verified halt in 

the production of fissionable materials for use in nuclear 1~apons; and, in 

association with such a halt, the United States also reaffirms its proposal for 

the transfer by the United States and the Soviet Union of agreed quantities of 

·weapon-grade U-235 to non-weapons uses, 

If such a production cut-off can be agreed as a separate measure, prior to 

agreem.ent on C?tage I of general and complete disarmament and establishment of an 

international disarmament organization, the possibility of verification by the 

International .Atom.ic Energy Agency should be explored. For example, the 

International Atomic Energy Agency might verify the halt in production of fissionable 

materials 'for use in weapons at existing production facilities. 

done on a temporary or permanent basis as agreed in consultation with that 

organization. Inspection to pr'Slvide assurance that fissionable materials for 

weapon use were not produced ~t clandestine facilities·could be conducted on a 

reciprocal basis pending establishment of the international disarmament organization• 

Fourth: we have already stated that the United States intends to reduce its 

production of fissionable materials for tise in nuclear weapons. President Johnson 

has announced that the United States is shutting down four plutonium reactors and . 
cutting back.production of U-235. This should provide a good opportunity for the 

Soviet Union to follow the principle of mutual example. T~fe urge '"the Soviet Union 

to make a similar reduction of its production facilities. Fe are prepared to agree 

'With the SoViet Union to the plant-by-plant shut-do1Am of add:j..tional nuclear 

production facilities on a verified and. reciprocal 'basis. 

Fifth: th.e United States is prepared to permit international inspection of 

one of the weapon material production· reactors scheduled to be shut do~m in our 

country. Possibly this could be done by the International Atomic Energr Agency. 

This offer by the United States is intended to provide an example and a precedent. 

We hope that the Soviet Union will reciprocate, but the offer stands whether or not 

it is reciprocated. 

If the Soviet Union agrees to corresponding verified reactor shut-dovms, the 

United States offer to accept international inspection will be extended as other 

reactors are shut down. 
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1
• ·Containment of the nuclear threat is an intere·st shared by all nations, .large 

and small, nuclear and non-nuclear, industrial and developing. The limited nuclear 

test ban.t~eaty was a first step in that direction. As I have indicated, there is 
. ' . . . : ' . / 

a variety of further practical and possible steps to contain the wider dissemination 

of national nuclear .capabilities. 

nuclear'· test ban. 

Those steps wol]ld logically follow.upon the 

At subsequent meetings the United States will explore 1.vith the Committee in 

detail the nature of these and other United States.proposals for nuclear.containnlent. 

I11r. 'TS.A.,"i.APKIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) (translation fr.om 

Russian): Today we are beginning the conside~ation of partial measure~ that is~ 

· measures aimed at slowing down the armaments race a:pd further relaxing international 

·tension. As can be seen from the statement made by the Chairman of today 1s meeting, 

the ~o~Chairmen have not yet been able to submit to the Cormnit~ee an agreed 

recorrmteridation on the procedure for the consideration of questions relating to the 

aforesaid.field. Therefore, in regard ~o partial measures, today we shall. obviously 

,have to carry on a general debate, that is, express our views. on any' such quest~ons 

:as are under consideration by the Corruni ttee. 

following. 

Today I should ·like to dwell on the 

Ainong the questions relating to partial measures, there are such matters ,as 

the establishment of nuclear-free zones and the problem of measure:;J to prevent the 

further spread of nuclear weapons. vJe have before us doci.lment ENDC/124 of 

3 February 1964, containin:g a statement by the Governmen:t .of the German Democratic 

Repubiic to the Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarmament, and also a draft treaty 

between the tv.ro German Governments on the total renunciation of nuclear weapons, 

submitted by the aforementioned Government. These documents ·shovr that the 

Government ~f the German Democratic Republic is fully aware of the deadly consequences 

to the German nation of a thermonuciear war, 1mich could be brought about by the 
I ' 

West German militarists and revanchists. who are trying to gain access to nuclear 

:,v-eapon~ through the so-called NATO multilat.eral nuclear force, and that it is firmly 

resolved to give our Committee every assistance and co-operati9n with a view to 

averting this threat. Here is what is stated in this regar~ in the statement 

addressed to the· Comrrd.ttee qy the Government of the German Democratic· Republic: 

• 
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11For the German nation the prevention of a nuclear -war which would imperil 

its physical existence constitutes a vital question.. On the borders of 

the two German States the t-vvo biggest military· alliances of the world 

are facing each other on German soil. It is inadmissible that in this 

area the tinder of 
1

an atomic war should g~ on being accumulated. If 

peace is strengthe!Jed in Central Europe, a ·great service will have been 

rendered to the peace of the entire world. 

"After two wo;r-ld wars started by German imperiali-sm, national duty 

and international responsibility make it imperative for both of the 

German States to see to it that. never again will the security of other 

peoples be threatened from German territory. In the question of 

disarmament the two ·German States should not wait for the example· of 

other States, let alone conduct atomic armament of their -own. A 

renunciation of nuclear weapons by both German ~tates 9an never be 

discriminatory for the German people. Rather, it would mark the 

fulfilment of an honourable obligation towards their own people who 

want. to prove their love of peace. It would be a contribution to the 

peaceful life of mankind, which the peoples have a right to expect from 

the German people." (ENDC/124, p._.2). 

_Further, this statement says: : 

·u:tn conformity -with its draft Treaty on the comprehensive renunciat-ion of 

nuclear weapons by both German States submitted to the \-'Test German Federal 

Republic, the Government of the German Democratic Republic requests the 

Ei~hteen-.Nation Disarmament Committee to consider whether it could suggest 

to the General Assembly of the United Nations to reconnnend that the States 

possessing nuclear •treapons should withdraw from German territory any· 

nuclear weapons they have stationed there, and that they should_undertake 

to respect the two German States as areas permanently free of nuclear 

weapons, against which nuclear weapons may on no account be used. 11 (ibid •. ; p.4). 

This statement clearly reflects the high sense ofState,- common-national and . 

international responsibility of the Government of the German Democratic Republic fo.r 

the fate of the German people and for the fate of peace in Eur.ope and throughout 

the world. 11.Te should all take note with gratitude' of that particular aspect of the 
' .. 
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matt~~-~·::·.~Att€nripts· t'o._ ~bscure this vitally· ·important question by outcri·es ·;;.bout the . . ·- . . .. 

question of .the recogn;ition of the German pemqcratic Republic; which h~s ··nothing to 
··..... . . ' . 

•• I·· 

do with the matter, _are bound to give rise to objection on our part. · On this score 

the declar?-tion of tb,e Government of the German Democratic Republic· states the 

following! . 

11 The German'Democratic Republic has the firm desire to reach an 

understanding on the renunciation of nuclear weapons with the other 
} .. 

German_ State, the West German Federal Republic. This humanitarian 

concern is to ~eceive expression without prejudice to any question of 

recognition, diplomatic rel~tions or differences in political system 

pending between the two German States." (ibid). · .. -
A~ you see, this declaration clearly states that the GOvernment-of the German 

: ~ . 

Democratic Republic do~s not at all connect an agreement by the two German States . ·, . . \ 

to renounce nuclear_weapons with, or make it dependent upon, diplomatic recognition 

or non-recogni~i.on of each other. Therefore the representatives of the \II[ estern 

Powers both inside and outside the Eighteen-Nation Committee have no grounds for 

evading agreement on the aforesaid question ·under this pret.ext. Then a legitimate 

ques~ion arises: ~fuy do the Western Powers still continue to evade an agreement aimed 
) 

at saving Europe from ,the terrible threat of ~ )'l.uclear 1.var? The answer to this is 

well kn?wn to everyone: it is the determination of the West Germ~n Blihd~s~ehr and 

revanchists, encouraged by NATO, to lay their hands on nuclear weapons and to have 

their own means of delivery of such, weapons. 

In this (..onnexion I should like to acquaint membei·s ·of the Coffim.ittee '·~ith the' 
\ 

represe~tations which the Soviet Government made a few days ago to the Governn~nt 

of the Federal Republic of Germany and also to the Governments of the United States, 

r the United Kingdom and· France.· The text reads as follows: 

IIReport.s ,have recentJy been published in the foreign press to the 

effect that work is being carried out in the Federal Republic of· Germany 
. . . '·, 

on. tqe designing and pi,•oduction of guided missiles and rockets,: including 

·-.·.missiles that could be' used for delivering ~uclear warhead~ to their: targets. 

In partiqular, it :i,.s reported that .the 1\rJ'affeh-und-Lu{trlist{mg A~ G. 1 Company 

which has unde.rtaken the testing and production of such missiles, is prepared 

to take ord,ers, for the manUfacture of· 1 any system of tactical ,missile-s,· 

•• 
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and that it is proposed in future to test anti-rilissile missiles, fclose 

combat nri_ssiles', Zenith missiles and other types of rocket w·eapons. It 
. - ~ 

has also been noted that the 'q,,faffen-und-Luftrlistung ;i. G, I Company intends 
.. •, ., . I • . , 

·to export the missiles. produ·ced by it and has ~lready received ·from certain .. . . -. . . . 

countries orders amounting, to 'millions of mark~.',_ 

· "Thus, Q.espi te the assurances of the Federal Govern.ment that it '.does 
. r • . . 1 • 

not intend to permit the manufacture ?r export of military mj_ssiles .in .the 

F.ederal Republic of Germany'; . the 11;8st German industry has. begun to produc~ 

guiqed mi.ssiles and, according to the statements of speCialists, these· are 

military missiles of the most varied types and purposes. The attempt of 

the Governmept .of the Federal Republic of Germany in its declaration of 

? December 1963 to .. represent the missiles whi-ch are being tested by ·,rest 

German firms as being for' research a.nd meteorological' purpo'ses is'' clearly 

at variance with the explanat:i,ons of those' who are desii?;ning arid prod.~cing 

these missiles' 'and can serve only one pUrpose -- to cover up. and encourage' 

the·activities of the military'concerns of the country. 

· IIQf course, the organization of the production of military missiles 

in the Federal-'kepublic of Ger1~ny c~ot be regarded ~s an .isolated 

phenomenon. It i~. taking pla~e against th~ backg~o'Ul).d ~f th~ .me~st1res 
' ! : I . ~- • • • ' 

which are persistently 'being c~rried out by the Federal Republic of qermany_ 

t6 · in~rease ~he .We~t~Germ~n :wa~ _p~ten~ial,, . ~~ irifl,ate the military b~dg~t 
of the __ Federal R~P'l.b.~ie_ of GBrman;y, whieh has already jum;ped up to 20 Jllil~iard 

marks, .to '11J.odernize '.the armaments of the Bundeswehr and, above all, to 

further the _.eampafgn_ in favour of enabling the army and naVy to possess .and· .. 

dispose of nuelear ·weapons, Of course, it· is far from. being aceidental;that: 

the stirring -up of .the aetivttieEt of the -re\~anchist military-industrial··.·· · 

cireles in the Federal Republi·c of Germany is taking place at· a time :when ·· :· · 

plaj1s ci.re .. being ·worked out iri NATO ·for the· creation of a so-cailed multi-···. 

lateral nuelear ·force, in ·whieh the Burideswehr'·willparticipate~ In. faCt, ''thfs 

is' ohe of ·the' 'c~nsequences of tl:J_e policy of expanding the nuclear armaments' raee 

-vrhich has 'been adopted by members of NATO' and., above all, by the iea,ding ''?m-re'rs 
,' ·.: .. :1.. ' ·. 

of tliat' blcie' It is not hard to imagine l1ow ~-he _d~~ger t~ the peoples _1'[0Uld _grow 

i+_ ~he pl~s f~r the ereation of a so-called NNTO m~ltilateral force were carried 
~ j • ·~· • 

f"Ut ·.in practice, and if the Bundes1)fehr y.rere to be _given ac.cess to l).uclear W"eapons. 
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11 0ne would have thought that in the new atmosphere that has been brought 

about since the conclusion of the Moscow Treaty bann:ing nuclear -vreapon tests in 

the atmosphere~ in outer space and under water~ the Federal Republic would at 

least refrain in its policy from steps that are contrary to the efforts of 

other States which are striving for the settlement of controversial problems 

in the interests of consolidating peace. Recent events~ however,. .show that 

the Government of the Federal Republic of Germany is still striving to carry 

on a policy aimed at intensifying the divergences in the world and frustrating 

co-operation and agreement between States. 
11 It must be again pointed out that until a German peace treaty is 

concluded~ no one can release the Federal Republic of Germany; as one of the 

legal successors of H~tler 1 s Germany~ from the obligations binding upon it 

which arise from the unconditional surrender of Germany~ from the Declaration 

Regarding the Defeat of Germany and. the decisions taken jointly by the Allies. 

The militarization of ·western Germany and~ especially~ the actions aimed in 

fact at preparing for the arming of the country with nuclear weaponsJ are a 

flagrant violation of the aforementioned international legal instruments and 

cannot fail to meet with counteraction by peace-loving States. 
11 The information which has become common knov.rledge regarding the 

organization in the Federal Republic of Germany of the production of missile 

weapons shows what dangers the countries and peoples of Europe are being 

exposed to as a result of the absence of a German peace treaty •. The Soviet 

Union Government~ as a Power which receive<! the unconditional surrender of 

Hitler's Germany and which in accordance with international decisions has 

definite rights and obligations in regard to preventing a threat to neighbouring 

countries on the part of German militarism and in regard to maintaining peace 

throughout the worldJ deems it necessary to draw the Federal Government's 

attention to the extremely dangerous character of the inadmissible military 

measures being carried out in the Federal Republic of Germany. 

"Taking into account the importance of the aforementioned.problems for the 

safeguarding of world peace and ;ecurity~ the Soviet Government would like to 

stress once again that on the Government of the Federal Republic of Germany 

will lie the entire responsibility for the consequences entailed by attempts on 

the part of the Federal Republic to carry out measures of such a kindJ which 

increase the tension in Europe. 11 (ENDC/125) 
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That is the real reason for the difficulties with which we are confronted 

whenever we come to the considerationof spacific measures aimed at lessening the 

danger of a nuclea:r.• JJar and _preventing the dissemination of nuclear weapons" 
. : ' 

·Of course,. one ca:rJ harrUy expect the West German Government.:o which has set out 

to manufacture missiles fol" the delivery of nuclear· weapons.:o to admit this openly. 
I' 

That Government and its NATO allies will, of course, try to deny the obvious facts. 

But in this matter~ which represents such a dang~r to peace;o mere denials cannot 

satisfy anyone. The inadmiss:Lbls mili"Gary measL1res which are being c,arried out by 

the Government of the Fedel'e.l Republic of Germany in regard to the manufacture or' 

missiles for the delivery of nuclear weapons must be_stopped; otherwise t~e entire 

responsibility fo:c· the cC:l"lsequences of increa.sing tension in Europe will fall upon 

the Go·;;rernment of the Federal Republic of Germany •. I would ask the representatives 
. . ' I 

of the Hestern Powers to think about these' cons~quences. In this regard·.:o I should 

li:-ts to uoe the _same quotatj_on as the ~ne cited to us by Mr. Foster at today 1-s 

meeting, He read· out to us the following passage from the statement made by the 
. . 

late Preo:l.dent Kennedy on 26 July 1963 ~ 

lli ask you to ·stop and think for a moment what it would 

mea."l to have nuclear 1-reapons ••• in the hands of countries . . 

large and srr~ll~ stable and unstable.:o responsible and 
' . . . 

irresponsi.ble.:o scatt8re_d tb.1·oughout _the world. There would 

be no rest for anyoD.e t.ten_, no s_tability .:o no real security 
i 

and no chance for e.ffeetive di.sa.rmamer/.:,. There would only 

be inc~e.ased c.lmnces of accidental war~ and an increased 

necessity for ·t.he great Po:.-Jers to ,invo.lve themselves in 

ot~1er1-Tise local con·J'l:!.Gt:3 ~ '1 (~£JDC/lO?...a....f!Q) 

If the Com.LJ.ittos ilislws -~o a.ch:l.sve positive rs:::L1.lts from consideration of 

the question of the non-disse_mination of nuclear weapons;~ it should make sure 
.. 

that the -~Jest German Bu.ndEJ,S'I\rehr e.nd l'evanchists, and also the NATO strategists . -----~--..:.:............... . . 

who are intensively engaged in 1-J'Orking OL'!.t a way of giving West Germany access 

to nuclear·weapons through the creatj_on of a so-called NATO multilateral nuclear 

forcc.:o that is to SA.Y .:o ~he opponents of a positive solution to this probl,em, 

would not be able to prevent agreement on the non-dissemination of nuclear weapons. 
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In this regard ... wide opportunities are opened up to the Committee. by the 

proposal of the Government of the German Democratic Republic for the conclusion of 

a treaty between the two. German States on the total renunciation of ntlClear weapons ... 

and also it.s appeal to the Committee to c~nsider whether it could suggest to the 

Gen~ral .Assembly of the United Nations to recommend that the States posse~sing 
nuclea."r ·weapons. should withdraw _from German terri tory. any nuclear weapons they have 

s~ationed there, and that they should undertake to respect the two German States as 
: ~ -

areas pernianently free pf nuclear weapons, against which nuclear weapons may on.n,o 

· acco~t· be ~s.ed (ENDQ/124) •. The Committee sho~ld. ~ot lo.se this opportunity. It 

should support that proposal with the utmost good wil,l. · The S?viet delegation ... on .. . . . 
its part, w~ll willingly do everything possible in order to solve this problem. 

The CHAiffi~ (Poland)(translation from French)~ I should now like to 

speak in. my. capaci·t~ as representative of Poland. 

The Polish delegation has followed with attention the general debate, .the 

greater part of which has been devoted to partial disarmament measures. We note 

with satisfaction that the significance of those measures has been fully realized 

in this Committee. In fact nearly all the representatives have emphasized the 

· i~portance of partial measures in easing international tension and creating a 

climate in the Conference favourable to the progres_s of our negotiations on 

general and complete disarmament ... which remains our Committee's principal task. 

, 

The experience of the past few months has shown that even a relativ~ly 

limited agreement such as that on the. partial cessation of nuclear weapon tests 

has stimulated our desire to find more far-reaching solutions which might~ if we 

.do not miss the opportunity ... lead to a radical improvement in international 

relations as a whole. 

Independently of the proposals which have been made at earlier stages of the 

Conference; we have now before us a nlliDber of proposals advanced by the delegations 

of the Soviet Union (ENDC/123) and the Unit~d States (ENDC/120). The measures 

proposed for our examination differ.in their character, their scope and the possible 

effect of their implementation. If we compare the substance of those proposals ... we 

shall find that considerable differences exist between them ... but my intention is 

not to make a detailed c~m~rative analysis at the present stage. 

• 
,J 
\ ' 
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On the other hand I should like to emphasize that, in spite of those 

differences, we find comn1on points on quite a number of-problems, and this is an 

element which should facilitate agreement. I should like ,to refer here to that 

part_of the statement made by the representative of Canada, Mr. Burns, on 4 February 

in which he expressed the hope that we should be able to select from those two lists 

certain common proposals leading towards new agreements (ENDC/PV.l6.3, p.l7). 

I should also like to recall the statement made by the representative of Sweden, 

Mrs. Myrdal, on 28 January in which she recommended us to adopt a pragmatic 

attitude towards the selection of p~rtial measures, and expressed the view that 

priority should be given to those measures which were ripe for discussion by our, 
•' ' 

Conference and on which-- as Mrs. Myrdal said later in the same statement --it was 

easiest. to reach an agJ:'eement (ENDC/PV.l60, pp. 20,ll 21). It seems to us that in 

this category of ripe problems several proposais could be classed on which it would 

be relatively easy _to reach an agreement,ll of course assuming good will on the part -

of all the parties concerned. 

Here we should mention, first of all, the question of reducing military budgets,ll 

and that of reducing armed forces. I have given fil'st place to those two problems --

both of which are mentioned in the Soviet proposals because the present situation 

is favourable to their solution. In this connexion I have in mind the reduction in 

its military budget carried ol!-t by the Soviet Union and. the reduction in military 

expenditure announced by President Johnson £or the United States budget,ll since a 

reduction in armed forc~s is logically connected with a decrease inmilitary 

budgets. l>'Ioreover ,ll the Soviet Union has already undertaken certa_in measures to ·this 

end and is ready, as_ stated in the Soviet Union 1s·memorandum of 28 January,ll to· 

extend their scope if the l.<Iestern Powers display' willingness to take similar 

measures. 

· In this connexion I should like to emphasize that Poland has a1ways ascribed 

great importance to concrete measures which, though of a limited nature at the 

outset, might change, if implemented, the political climate of international 

relations, _ease tension and facilitate agreement on a much wider scaie. This is of 

particular importance in the areas where the,armed forqes of the opposing sides 

directly face each other, and where the danger of the unleashing of an armed conflict 
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and its possible consequence -- that is to say~ the outbreak of a global nuclear 

war -- is greatest·. The most important focus of such tension exists in 'centr13-l 

Europe, where within a relatively small area large forces of the NATO member States 

and· of States signatories ·of the ·warsaw Treaty are concentrated. What is more_. the 

state of tension t:.us created is_ a source of suspicion and mistrust, a fact which 

impedes-political settlement as well as normalization and staoilization in that part 

of the world. 

For many years past the socialist States have been demanding the adoption of 

measures capable of reducing military arid political tension in Centr.al Europe. That 

has always been and.still remains the object of the Soviet Union's proposals 

concerning the withdrawal, or at least the reduction_. of foreign armies stationed in 

the territorie~ of European countries, and of its proposal concerning the conclusion 
I ' ' 

of a non-:-aggression pact between.States parties to the Warsaw Treaty and the States 

members of NATO (ENDC/77) -- an idea which, incidentally, finds considerable support 
\ 

within our Committee. 

In the Soviet Union 1 s memorandum subr:.it"Ged to this Committee (ENDC/123) -we find 

a very important proposal. It concerns ~he elimination of all bomber aircraft. In 

the statement of the United States Gbvernment. (ENDC/120) we "'find some ideas 

concerning the destruction o~ a certain quantity of obsolete types of bombers. Of 

course the difference in the approach to this issue by each of the two sides is 

obvious. The Soviet proposal aim:s at a substant.ial reduction of the war potential, 

while the United St;3.tes proposal aims at its modernization. President Johnson and 
' 

the Defense Secretary, Mr. McNamara_. have spoken in some of their recent statements 

of an inte·nsive perfecting of 'armaments_. and not in the field of aviation aione. 

Nevertheless one cann~t help noting some progress, taking the form of a certain 

common tendency to destroy certain categories of arms independently of the programme 

of g,eneral and complete disarmament~ 

I should also like to tlention in passing that we have noticed a certain 

rapprochement of the United States position/to the view· upheld for years by the Soviet 

Union and other socialist countries, that recognition should be given to the 

particular role played by nuclear weapon delivery vehicles. 'The Western countries 

thus seem to have given up to a. certain extent their theory that nuclear ·armaments 

should be treated on the same footing as conventional weapons. This may help to. 

eliminate the obstacles we have encountered during the discussion on the realization 

of the first stage of general and complete disarmament. 

(\ 
I 

.•-. 
I. 
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The desire to diminish the danger of an outbreak of war in the most sensitive 

area also led Poland more. than six years ago to 'propose. the creation of a 

denuclsarizsd zone in Europe with limited armaments~ Tpat proposal has lost none of 

its urgency, but,~~ on·the contrary,~~ in the light of the events of the last few years, 

has proved how rea-listic and convinci:p.g it is. It is still on our Committee Is 

agenda (ENDC/C.l/1) •-

In its constant search for points of closer contact between the positions of 

the two sides,~~ Poland lately put forward the s_uggestion to ''freeze It nucle-ar arms in 
. - ·- . 

Central Europe. This proposal is to be found in t~e statement made by 

Mr. Wladyslaw Gomulka on 28 December'l963, and is at present being elaborated· in 

detail. There· is growing appreci~tion among those who think clearly in' Western 

circles of the imperative necessity and importance of easing tension in Europe and 

of thus creating stable foundations for universal peace. We therefore venture to 
' . 

express the hope that the proposals of the socialist States will be examined with 

attention and understanding. 

As I have ·already emphasized, the starting-point· for. our discussion could be · 

the measures on which it is relatively easy to reach agreement, such as the 

reduction of military budgets and forces. The application now, even before the 

conclusion of an overail disarmament agreement,~~ of·those measures which would 

tangibly reduce the military potentials on both sj_des would be evidence of the· 

willingness of States to achieve general and complete disarmament. 

Another partial measllre with which we collld deal now is the proposal on the 

non-dissemination of nuclear weapons. This item is to be found in both the Soviet 

and the United States plans. Yet w~ should be rendering poor service. to the ca~se 
of peace if we did not indicate the qivergence of their attitudes in this field. 

·The importance of these-partial measures lies in the fact that they might open 
' -

up increasingly far-reaching prospects for agreement on disarmament, particularly in 

the sphere of nuclear armaments. Nevertheless,~~ their significance would become 

illusory if at the same time projeqts aiming at intensive nuclear arming y~_re_ ,beipg. 
'7' 

carried out with the participation of an increasing number of States. Of course I 

have he'i·e in mind the plan aiming at the creation of a multilateral nuclear NATO force. 
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The appl'ica'ti'ori" -of·: this pl~m would not only be in contradiction with the intention 

proclaimed by the Unite:d States of reducing the· r~sk of: war./ hut· might.on the· 

contrary contribute to an aggravation of the international situation.and.destroy all 

the positive effects of the agreements so far reachedamong the various Powers. 

The creation of new forms of possession of nuclear weapons. -- .collective 

· possessi,on -- .could hamper nuclear (jisa.rmamemt and ·even render it :impossible through 

the opposition of merely one of the co-possessors. \tJe have on a pumbe,r of 

occasiops heard in this Committee and outside it assurances from the· United States 

that nucle.:t.r weapons, 'would not be 'placed lll1der the control of other States. and ·that 

the present.position-witb, regard to the possession of those weapons would not be·. 

changed. We have toc;lay heard a declaration by Mr. Foster to the same eff:ect. 

(~supra~ .p • .7 ) • Bt:tt is. not co-participation in a multilateral nuclear NATO force,~~ 

joint availability,~~ and joint decision on their utilization equivalent to 

co-pa+ticipation in their control? 

. It is evident to anyo~e knowing the ever-growing military ambitions of the 

Federal Republic of Germany that that country's Government_is anxious to acqui.:i::'e 

.this control at the present stage in order·to achieve its political aims in Europe. 

In this connexion. a general of the United States. Air Force,~~· Thomas· D. WhiteJl wrote 

in the periodical Newsweek for ll.November 1963·.~ 

11 ••• probably only Germany 11 -- he me.ant.:> ·of course, the Federal 

Republic of.Germany _ ... "sincerely supports the projected 

multilateral nu9lear force. That is obviously because the 

Federal Republic of Germany certainly considers that half a loaf 

is better than no bread at all. When it has digested half a· 

loaf~ it. will·always be able to .p.sk for morenY 

I thi:t:1k that representatives of the Western Powers will not acct1se this United States 

generalJl as they usually accuse usJl of being l.ll1duly sensitive in appreciating the 

tendencies of political circles in -tne Federal Republic of Germany. 
I 

.JJ Retranslated from Frenc.h. 

• 
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I Moreover~ it would be naive to think that· the Federal Republic of Germany 

·.would be :prepare.d to bear expenses· in respect of the mu1 tilateral nuclear force 

amounting to thousands of millions, equalling those.of the United States and 

considerably exceeding those of other NATO countries~ if there were to be no 

change iri the present situation with regard to the :possession of nuclear weapons, 

and if the Federal Republic of Germany were not to obtain access to those· 

weapons. 

In ·this connexion it should be emphasized that the· Government of· the second 

·German State, the Demccratic Republic of Germany, has adopted on this question 

the very opposite attitude. This attitude stems from the overall policy of :peace 

pursued· by the Democratic Republic of Germany, and also answers both to the 

. general exigenci'es of '·European security and to the vi tal ·interest~ of the German 

people. The Government· of the German Democratic Republic has on a number of 

occasions addressed :proposals to yhe Government of the Federal Repubilic of German;r 

that both German States should renounce access to nuclear weapons in any form. 

This attitude has been expressed in, the draft treaty submitted, together w·~ th a 

declaration addressed to the Eighteen-Nation Committee, by the delegation 

of the German Democratic Republic at present staying in Geneva (ENDC/124). 

Poland; which attaches great :i,.mportance to i;he_existence of a peaceful and 

democratic Germ~n State on its borders, fully supports the German Democratic 

Republicts initiative in this field, which shows that Government's concern for 

security in Europe~.· it also supports the proposal mentioned ·earlier. 

Returning to the,question of the non-dissemination of nuclear weapons and 

to the concept of a multilateral nuclear force associated with it 9 I.should like 

to emphasize the following. In our .opinion there can be no doubt -- and this 

has been confirmed by·western military experts·-- that this United States project, 

is based not only on military consideratio~s,but also perhaps to a still greater 

extent.on political considerations. It is a measure aiming in the first ·place 

at satisfying the aspirations of one of the partners of the United States in 

exchange for the .support it gives to United States policy in Europe •.... ~his,, howE)yer, 

does not mean that West German politicians see that question in t~e same light, 

and that the creation of a multilateral force would.not have an influence.on the 

military situation in Europe. 
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The creation of such a force 1·TOU:ld seriousl;y- increase the threat of a nuclear· 

conflict, while· the idea of the non>-dissemination of nuclear· weapons should be t 
aiming·at ex~ctly the._.opposite, namely at decreasing that danger. Consequently, 

·we are.ready ~o examine in this Committee the ·question of the non-dissemination 

of nuclear w~apons. However, an agreement on this matter should exclude. any kind 

of transfer of nuclear weapons, whether direct ()r in~irect. If.the conclusion 

of such an aireemen t really signified, as the. United ~ingdom v.·re.s,~nta t~ ve, . 

Mr. Tho!llas, assured us on. 30 January, "that all secret byways to dlssemlnatlOl]. 
' . 

wou],d be clo.se_d11 (ENDC/Pv'a61·, p. I9); that is to say, if ·it also led to the 

abandonment of that form of dissemination which wo~ld be constituted by the 

creation of a Nf,iTO nuclear force, the obstacles to the conclusion-of such an 

agreement would .. disappear •. 

To sum up, I should like to emphasize that vJe ,:.re·. witne~sing at present .a 

more favourable atmosphere for a fruitful discussion on the adoption.of what are 

known as partial measures. 
', . \ 

If all the ·delegations display goodwill and consistency 

in the ~earch for a true d~tente 9 we believe that it will be po~sible to find a 

common basis for a number of problems, especial_ly. those I _have enumerated here, 

and also for other problems.·· Thus we shall b~ able to satisfy the desire. 

universally expressed by the peoples of the world that the year 1964 may see a 

widening of ~he first .break-through which o..c..c..u.rred _in 1963 towards reduced tension' 

peace and disarmament. 

Mr. SIMOVIC (Czechoslovakia) (translation from Russian)g In my 

statement today I should like to explain the position of my delegation on certain 

problems of the so-called collateral or partial measures on which the Committee 

·is beginning. discussion today,' , 

.The general 'debate has confirmed that all the delegations are· giving consider- · 

able attention to these measures. They have quite rightly stressed their 

significance as an important factor in crea~ing favourable condi t"ions f9r the 

solution of further problems;' and in the first place general and complete disarmament. 

1/ The 'simultaneous interpretation of the original Soviet statement used _the 
expression "secr'et byways". In the final revision this ;phrase was translated 
from the Russian to read "indirect channel's". 
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Most delegations agree that it is in this field that relatively good pre-

conditions e_xist for reaching agreement. Therefore it is essential to conduct 

the negotiations in such a way as not to let these favourable conditions go by. 

The Czechos.lovak delegation considers that the proposals contained in the 

memorandum of the Government of the Soviet Union of 28 January i964 (ENDC/123) 

provide a suitable basis for the achievement by the Committee of.positive results. 

in a short time in the neg6tiations on collateral ~e~sures. The measures proposed 

by the Governm~nt of the Soviet Union are based on the negotiations which have 

hitherto taken place both in our Committee and. at the eighteenth session of the 

United. Nations General Assembly, and take into·consideration the views expressed. 

in the course of these. 

There is no doubt that the implementation of any of the proposed measures would 

play .a positive role --whether it be the measure aimed. at slowing do"l'm .and. 

reducing the rate of the armaments race, or the measure aimed. at further reducing 

international t.ension and strenthening confidence in relations between States, 

thus creating favourable conditions which wouid. facilitate the achievement of 

·agreement on general and complete disarmament. The Czechoslovak delegation 

expresses its full support for the proposals contained. in the memorandum of ·the 

Soviet Government, regarding them as a new and. momentous contribution to the task 

of achieVing progress in our work. }Te hope that in the near future the. memorandum 

will be thoroughly discussed in the Committee -- as a ·number of delegations have 

already promised, to d.o -- and that this discussion will open the way to the 

·achievement of agreement in a short time at least on some of the measures proposed. 

in the memorandum. 

The Czechoslovak delegation attaches particular importance to the proposal 

for the withdrawal of.foreign troops from the territories of other countries~ or 

a gradual reduction of their numbers. iie base our view on the fact that such a 

measure·has now been given a positive appraisal by a number of States, including 

some States that are members of the·Committee •. I should. like, for_instance, to 

_point out that in his statement at the meeting of 30 January the representative 

of the United. Arab Republic mentioned. "immediate or gradual withdrawal of forces 

from foreign territories" (ENDC/PV.l6l, p .13) among the measures which should. and. 

could. be carried out in order to prevent surprise attack. 
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At the_:present time ever clearer and more insistent reasons are becoming 

evident and fav:ourable conditions are being created for the withdrawal of :foreign 

troops from the territories of other countries. The :presence of foreign troops in 

Europe~ for example, can hard~y be justified by referring to the so-called dis

advantageous strategic situation of the NATO countries~ or to the ~umerical 

superiority of the armed forces of the socialist countries, an argument we have 

heard :put forward quite recentl;y: in. our Committee~ The development of modern 

military techniques and an objective appraisal of the situation have long since 

refuted these already out-of-date arguments which were even doubtful before,- and 
' . 

this~ moreover, has been admitted by military leaders in the West. Besides 

others, the United States Secretary of Defense, Mr. McNamara, speaking to "the 

Economic Club of New York on 18 November 1963, criticized the. views concerning the 

alleged massive::_. armed forces of the socialist countries and their lsu:periori ty 

as erroneous and out-of-date. 

Thus the :presence of these f~reign troops in the territories of other 

countries cannot be explained by military necessi ty. 9 since they are not essential 

for the· defence needs of either of the military· groups from a military point of 

view. Their continued :presenc.e and 9 all the more 9 the desl?atch of further units 

-to foreign countries in various parts of the world must -therefore be regarded as 

nothing else than a factor that aggravates international tension and cteates a 
. ) 

dangerous military atmosphere, and as an instrument for interfering in- the 

internal affairs of States and for suppressing national liberation movements. 
( 

The situation in rega;r-d to the proposal for the conclmlion of a non;:_aggref?sion 

pact betw·een the ·warsaw Treaty countries and the NATO countries (EN:OC/77) is 

similar. The realistic. value and usefulness of concluding such a :pact for the 

reduction of tension and the establishment of normal relations between States, 

parti,cularly in Europe 9 is being recognized by an ever-widening circle of States 9 

both_ by States members of the Committee and by many other countries·~· including some 

qountries forming part of NATO. .It is regTettable that our :partners from the 

NATO countries are still evading a businesslike discussion of this proposal, despite 

the fact that they cannot adduce any reasonable argumentlil aga.inst the conclusion of 

such a pact, and despite the fact that, in accordance with the Mdseow communique 

of 25 July 1963, the United.States and the United Kingdom agree~ to consult with 

their allies "about continuing discussions on this question with the purpose of 

achieving agreement satisfactory t.o all participants". (ENDC/101
9 

p.2), 
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From the point of view of lessening the danger of a thermonuclear war it would 

also be important to implem~nt proposals aimed at preventing the further spread _o~ 

nuclear weapons and at establishing denuclearized zones in various parts of the 

world. These measures would be particularly· .appropriate. in such a sensitive 

area as Central Europ~. Naturally· Czechoslovakia, on account of its geographical 
' ' . . 

position, is extremely interested in the implementation of such measures. For 

this reason we support the proposal of the People's Republic ofPolml~for the 

establishment of a nuclear-free zone in Central Europe (ENDC/C.l/1), as weJ.,l as 

the idea of. 11freezing 11 nuclear weapons in ~his area as proposed by Mr. Gomulka 

on 28 December 1963. 

In this connexion we also welcome the new· initiative of the Government of 

the German Democratic Republic concerning the conclusion of a treaty on the 

renunciation of nuclear weapons by the two German States (ENDC/124), about which 

the representative of the Soviet Union, Mr. Tsarapkin, has just spoken in detail 

and so convincingly·. The implementation of this proposai woulct result in the 

two German States being completely free of nuclear weapons. The two German 

States would assume an obligation not to produce nuclear weapons in the futur~ 

and not to obtain them from third States in any· way, whether directly or indirectly. 

At the same time the Governments of both German States would undertake not to 
' allow the nuclear weapons of third S~ates or military· groups to be stationed in 

their te~ritories, and never to use nuclear weapons the~selves. All these 

measures would be carried out under strict international control. 

The draft treaty· contained in document ENDC/124 testifies to the untiring 

efforts of the Government of the German Democratic Republic to bring about normal 

peaceful conditions in the relations between the two German States and thereby to 

strengthen peace and security· in Central Europe. The Government of the German 

Democratic Republic, being anxious to help towards reducing the threat of war and 

at the same time to make it easier for the Federal Republic of Germany to accept 

this draft treaty, emphasizes in the preamble to the treaty· that its conclusion 

would not prejudice the inter-State relations between the German Democratic 

Republic and the Federal Republic of Germany. 
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The draft treaty shows that it fully· meets the demands for the prevention of 

' ....... ... 

any f-urther spread of nuclear weapons and thE!ir use, particularly· in such a .• 

sensitive area as Central Europe. The implementation of the draft treaty proposed 
- . 

by the Go'vernment of the Ge'rnian Democratic Republic would lead to the creation, in 

the terrlt~ry of the two .German States, of a peaceful zone free of nuclear weapons; 

this in it-s tur~ would help con.siderabiy to improve. the situation not only: in 

Europe but throughout the world. We are convinced that all who are sincerely 

striving· to prevent ~he further spread of nuclear weapons and thereby to lessen the 

danger of a nuclear war should wholeheartedly welcome and support this important 

prop~sal by the German Democratic Republic, since it is fully in keepjng with the 

tasks the accomplishment of which has been entrusted to the Committee~ 

In this c'onnexion one cannot help noticing the contrast between the peace-
. ' 

lov+ng policy of the Gover.nment. of the German Democratic Republic and the policy 

of the Gover~ent of tiie Fede'rai Republic, W:hich ·so far has not only done nothing 
' . . . ~-· { . . . . 

that would ~e.lp ;towards normalizing the situation in Central EUrope, but on the 

contrary· is carry·ing on ·a policy· leading to quite. the opposite results. The 

Government of the Federal Republic of Germany is feverishly intensifying i t·s 

E"fforts to re-arm. 'Whereas some countries have beguri to reduce their military 

expenditures, the military budget of the Federal Republic of Germany is constantly 

increasing, and in 1964 will exceed DM.2o;ooo miilion, which represents more than 
. . . . .. . 

34 per cent of all the budgetary expenditure of the Federal Republic of Germany. 

As is well known, militaristic circles in the Federal Republic of Germany· are· 
. ' .. 

making extraordinary· efforts to acquire ac·cess to nuclear weapons at the present 

time through the so-called NATO multilateral riucleffi. force. Moreover, they are 

also'beginning their own production of .missiles capable of delivering-nuclear 

warheads at considerable distances. 
. . 

Thfs 'ctevef6pment in the Federal Republic of Germany· is distinctly con.trary· 

to all .the restri.ctions imposed on Germany by the agreements between the. Great 

Powers of the anti-fascist coalition as 'a result. of the defeat of Hitler's Germany. 

These are alarming facts which should compel us to consider with the utmost 
. . . . 

seriousness the momentous draft treaty submitted by the German Democratic Republic, 
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(Mr. Simovi6 2 Czechoslovakia) .. · 

The Czechosloyak delegation, like the delegations of other socialist·countries, . \ 

is prepa,red to discuss other proposals .submitted 'in this field 9 particularly aft~r 
.. 

we have received the clarifications. promised by the United States represeJ:i'tati ve, 

-Mr. Foster' concerning the proposals contained in President Johnson Is message ' 
' . ' ' . ! \ 

(ENDC/120). We shall, of course, evaluate them according to the extent to which 

they may help to relax international tension, reduce the threat of a·nuclear war, 

and create the condi~ions for an agreement O:t;J. gep.eral and COmplete. disarmament •· 

As negotiations concerning coilateral measures have begun, 'the Committee is 

novt faced with the important problem of 'establisJ?-ing ~ 'procedure for the 

consideration of the various proposals. That is a question in the solution of 

whicli all of us here are interested. On it.depends to a large extent further 

fruitful work by the .Committee. 

First and foremost it is important not to lose too much time in discussing . 
In this regard we fully share the_ opinions priorities, as happened last year. 

., ' 
It suffices, for instance·, to quote· wh?-t expressed by a number of dele-gations. 

was e::aid by the representative of· Sweden, Mrs~ Myrdal,, at our meeting on 28 
Januaryg 

·rr whichever one of the collateral measu~es seems ripe for early 

implementation should be given a high priority in our deliberations."-

(ENDC/PV.l60 9 p.20) 
\ 

If, .as a result of ·the attitude of certain delegations, the Committee ·finds 

itself unable to begin very soon a businesslike discussiont.of some --of the proposed 

questions, there will be a real danger of that happening against which the 

_representative of India, Mr. Nehru 9 • so ernestly warned us on 31 January when 
I 

he saidg 

"The next few months are of crucial importance, ;for :lf there is a 

lack of progress in our work the earlier gains may be lost". 

(ENDC/PV.l62, p.lO). 

We also agree with the represe.ntati ve of· India that ·that might easily create 

a setback in the international situation (ibid.) • 

. i 

. Bearing in m'ind the aforesaid circumstance.s, the Czechoslovak deregation 

believes that, in view of everything that has· been said here, the proposals for · 

the limitation of .military exp.endi tures and for the reduction of arme.d forces cif 

States offer the best prospects for reaching agreement. Certain results have 

·' 
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already been achieved in this field by the method of mutual example. As is well 

known, the Governments of the Soviet Union and of the People's Republic of 

Romania have announced unilateral reductions in their military e:lq)en'di tures • 

The United States Government has also announced that it is preparing to take 

similar measures. The r~presentative of Canada~ Mr. Burns, also declared in his 

statement at our meeting of 23 January that Canada had reduced its military 

spending in 'some areas (EimC/PV.l58, p.l3). 

In.this connexion I should like to inform the Committee that on 31 January 

1964 the National Assembly of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic, when discussing 

the budget for this year, also decided to reduce Q.efence expenditures by 384 

million Czechoslovak crowns, that is·, by 3.4 per cent in comparison with the 

e:lq)enditures in 1963. The Czechoslovak delegation believes it would be useful 

if similar steps were taken by the governments of other countries. Our Committee 

also could make, in its own way, a contribution in this direction, if it expressed 

in a suitable form its pbsition in regard to such measures.and appealed to all. 

States to take similar steps. 

Of course we fully realize that the path of unilateral measures in the field 

of budgets has its limitations. A decision in principle could be secured by a 

formal agreement, for which all the prere~uisites exist. This fact has already 

been pointed out in the general debate by the representatives of some delegations. 

For example, the_representa.tive of Nigeria, Mr. Obi, said at our meeting of 

24 Januaryg 

"1fe believe the t·ime is now opportune for a formal agreement on the 

'freezing' and reduction of military budgets". (E.l'iJDC/PV.l59, ;p.l5) 

·Later Mr. Obi declared, ~uite rightly~ 

"There .would be no better demonstration of seriousness of :purpose 

than formaily to agree to freeze the military budgets an~ to make 

substantial reductions in them 11 • (ibid.). 
\ 

At our meeting ?f 30 January a statement in favour of a further reduction in 

military budgets was also made by the representative of Burma, Nir. Barrington, 

who welcomed the Soviet Government's proposal for a 10 to 15 per cent out in 

military budgets and e:iqlressed the hope that 11it will be possible to reach 

.agreement on the Soviet proposal in the near future". (ENDC/PV.l6l, p.6)o We 

may presume that such an agreed reduction might be-very much more radioal·than 

• \ 
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the unilateral measures which have been announced, and that its positive effect on 

the further development of the international situation would be much greater, A 

significant reduction in military· budgets by 10 to 15 per cent, as proposed in the 

Soviet Government's memorandum (ENDC/123), would restrict the possibilities of any 

further rearmar:oent and at the same time would release considerable material 

resources for the economic development of the countries concerned, as well as for 

increasing economic aid to developing countries. 

A favourable situation and a practicable path towards agreement exist at the 

present time also in regard to reducing the armed forces of States. Here again 

there is an opportunity· which should not be lost. The Governments of the Soviet 

Union and the United States have already announced that they are consid.ering th@ 

possibility of unilateral reductions in the numbers of their armed forces. These 

facts show that both Great Powers consider it possible and desirable in the present 

circumstances to carry· out specific measures in this imp9rtant field. 

The Soviet Government has also indicated in its memorandum that, besides the 

con'templated unilateral reduction, it would be willing to agree to a further 

reduction if the Governments of the Western Powers showed willingness to carry· out 

similar measures. A reduction in the numbers of the armed forces of States would 

in no w~ alter the existing military balance between the largest States, and would 

have a very favourable effect on the further development of the world situation, 

including the speeding up of the actual disarmament process. 

In conclusion, I should like to express the hope of the Czec'hoslovak delegation 

that in the course of further talks the two co-Chairmen will soon succeed in 

reaching agreement in regard to the future programme of our negotiations on collateral 

measures. We consider that the measures to 1vhich I have just referred could 

become an acceptable basis for such an agreement. 

The CHAIRMAN (Poland) (translation from French)~· The representatives 

of the Unite~ States and Italy have asked to exercise their right of reply·. 

~x. FOSTER (United States of America)~ I have asked for the right of 

reply to certain statements which have been made here this morning. 
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'Step by· step, by determined efforts, it appeare9- that the atmospnere of. 

eur discussiQns h~d beeri substantially ~nproved. The moderate and reasonable 

tone.exhibited until today had laid, in our opinion, the foundation for fruitful. 

work hy 'his Committee. It ~<ras therefore with regret and sadness that. I listened 

to the Soviet representative today, His remarks and those 'of soine of his colleagues 

tend to bring back the cold war into this conference ha~. The attack by the 

Soviet delegation upon the Federai Republic of Germany is wholly unwarranted. 

The Federal Rep~.blic has denied t.he S• 'viet allegations, as this CC'I!rll11ittee and· the 

Soviet Union are fully aware • We will.not honour the unwarranted allegations of 

the Se..viet delegation with a detailed r~ply. 'Nor do 1 think the Committee should 

digress from its important work to discuss proposals from non .... governmental 

organizations. or individuals. The United States delegation will not participate 
.. 

in any such discussions. 

The Scviet representative appears to have forgotten his admonition at our 

last meeting not to belabour the problems which divide us. I hope that his 

statement cf today has. been a temporary digression and that he will rE?turn to 

objective discussion of.the ~Jporian~ tasks which confront us~ '~ 

l-fr. CAVALLETTI (ItaJ,.y) .(translation from French): Instead of 

exerctsing my right •f reply, I should like to make a few very brief remarks 

on today' s meeting. 

In the first place I should like to expres~ the hope that the-two co-Chairmen 

will soon be able to· come to an agreement _on an'·agenda for discussing CC'Illateral 

measures, in order that the discussion on this subject may proceed in a clear and 

orderly manner qonducive to .,ur reaching·tangible results. I.am convinced that 

the mutual ··goodwill which has so far marked· the· work of this sess±·on, and which, 

I helieve, has particularly characterized the meetings between our two ce-Chairmen, 

will finally prevail over the quite understandaple and natural difficulties the 

co-:-chairm.en inay enco'unter. when working out an agreed agen~a on collate reX measures .• 

' ( 

• 
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Mo·reover, the Committee heard today a very constructiveJ very -concrete 

statem~nt .. by the United States represent-ativeJ ·Mr. Foster. ·This statement 

contains proposals both far-reaching and practical, and at the sam'e time 

rela,tively easy to carry out., I think that the great majority of the deleg.ations 

listened to Mr.; Foster's statement with the deepest interest and, I hope, 

satisfaction;· because, in.my opinion, it v-ras an important contribution to this 

Conference's work in so far as it dealt with the serious problem of the 

non-dissein.ination of nuclear ·v-reapons • 

It is therefore regrettable that .hr. F-ctster' s statement should not have 

been followed by as constructive and positive a statement on the part of the 

Soviet delegation, and that the latter should not have replied with eque,lly 

concrete and practical proposals to those made by.the United States on the non

proliferation of nuclear weapons. ·I might even say th2
7
t the Soviet delegation 

.,. has advanced. no concrete· proposal whatsoever concerning 21greement on· the non-

dissemination.of nuclear.waapons. The. Soviet representative, whose. ·statement 

was followed by those of the representatives of.Poland-ml.d Czechoslovakia, reiterated 

arguments of a nature which cannot be conducive to our Conferei1ce' s progress; nor 

to the reaching of tangible and-positive results. Nevertheless, I hope that after 

studying the United States proposals:..;_: as l"Ir. Tsarapkin arid. our Eastern colleagues 

will certainly not fail to do.- the_delegations of Eastern Eu~ope will adopt a 

more constructive attitude, a~d one in .c::mfbnnity with the sentiments they have 

so far .. expressed during this s~ssiorJ:~ 

As to the statement made by you, Nr. Chairman, in your capacity as P~lish 

representative, it contains in my opinion ma~y interest~g points which deserve 

study. For the present I should sirnply like to endorse the ~o,pe. you expressed 

at the end of your speech that the year 1964 may prove to_he a year of success for 

our work and for peace. 
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Sir Paul MASON· (United Kingdom)~ I wish to say only two things. First 

of all, I should like to associate the United Kingdom delegation· fully -with what 

has just been said by the representatives of the United states and Italy in 

deploring the tone which the discussion has taken this morning; though I ·Was glad 

to note that, as Mr. Cavalletti has just said~ there were many points .in your own 

statement, Mr. Chairman, as representative of Poland, which seem to be well worth 

careful study and further discussion at the due moment • 

. Secondly, I should like to take up one reference which you yourself mad~, 

Mr. Chairman, in your capacity as representative of Poland, to a statement made by 

the leader of the United Kingdom delegation~ Mr. Thomas; on ~0 January. When 
. . 

speaking on the subject of non-dissemination of nuclear weapons (Supra, p.22 ), 

you quoted him as having saidg 
11We also believe that all secret bywaysJ) to dissemination should be 

closed ••• n (ENDC/PV .161. p.l9) 

In quoting it so, Mr. Chairman -- and that is a correct quotation so far as it 

goes -- you were, I fear, leaving the Ccilnmittee under the impression 'that 

Mr. Thomas was referring a.t that stage to the possibility of the creation of a 

multilateral force.· 

Therefore I wish to put the record straight on this point. Mr. Thomas had 

just referred to two statements.made .by our Soviet colleague, who had himself used 

the phrase "secret byways"J/. Mr. Thomas went on to say.,.g_ 
11That last remark carried an innuendo ~= in our view" Lthat is, in the 

view of the United Kingdom delegation? 11 a quite baseless innuendo ••• 11 (ibid.) 

He then continued as follows~ 

"i-le also believe that all secret bywaysYto dissemination should be closed, 
~.: . . 

and closed_quickly II 

So far you are correct, ~~. Chairman. He went. on to say~ 
11 ••• so that we are never faced with the hydra~ headed monster to -which 

the representative of Nigeria so graphically referred. 11 (ibid.) 

1/ The simultaneous interpretation of the original Soviet.statement used the 
expression "secret byways 11 • In the final revision this phrase -was translated 
from the Russian to read "indirect channels 11 • 
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Then he added the following ~ords ~~ and this is the point of my intervention~ 
11 In our view, the best and indeed the only way to do so is to conclude 

an effective non-dissemination agreement without delay. We cannot see 

the logic of anyone 1 s saying that becalise he fears dissemination 1.16 had 

better have no non=dissemination agreement at all. 11 (;ibid.) 

That was what Mr. Thomas said. In quoting it I may perhaps indulge in the 

hope that you yourself, Mr. Chairman, and your Eastern European colleagues will, 

as the Italian representative has said, come to .r.ealize the practical 'Wisdom and 

constructive imagination of the proposals made by the .United States representative 

this morning, so that we may be able to get away from the atmosphere which has 

prevailed ·this morning and hold serious discussions on them without further delay. 

Mr. TSARAP~IN (Union of So.viet Socialist Republics) (translation from 

Russian)~ I, too, should like to exercise the right of reply in connexion with 

the ans:wers that have been given here by the representatives of the Western Powers. 

It should be pointed out that, as usual, the Western delegations =-1 refer 

to the representatives of the.United States, Italy and the United Kingdom~= 

hastened to come to the rescue of Western Germany. That is just what we expected. 

In doing so, they had recourse to the unfounded assertions which are customary on 

thes.e occasions concerning the peace-loving disposition of the West German 

militarists and revanchists. This does noi;, surprise us at all, just as we are not 

surprised by the attempts of the West German Government to deny the fact that the 

production of missiles for the.delivery of nucle:9-r weapons is being developed in 

the Federal'Republic of Germany. But al~ these denials, and the protestations of 

the peace-loving disposition of Western Germany, cannot mislead anyone and still 

less satisfy anyone. In this connexion it might be well to remind you, including 

Mr. Foster, how many times reference has been made to the Paris Agreement, of the 

many attempts to reassure the world by saying that Western Germany has undertaken 

not to manufacture some particular weapon, and how many times these assertions have 

been refuted by actual experience. 

Everyone knows that the West German Bundeswehr is already the most powerful 

striking force in the NATO system of armed forces in Europe, and is the core of 

these forces. It is a fact that the West German Bun~eswehr already has at its 
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disposal various types of nuclear -weapon delivery vehicles, including missiles 

supplied from overseas, from the United States. It is also a fact that Western. 

Germany is striving -with incredible determination for the creation of a 'NATO 

multilateral force and for access to nuclear -weapons through this force. Yet -we 

are discussing here the·question of th~·non~dissemination of nuclear -weapons. 

Responsible persons in Borin make no secret of the fact that they expect to lay 

hands on nuclear -weapons in this -way. It is only in the light of these facts that. 

-we can appraise the real state of affairs, to -which attention is dra-wn in the 

representations made by the Soviet Government to the Governments of Western Germany, 

the United States of America, the United Kingdom and France, -which I read out 

today (Supra, p.ll ). Any assertions concerning the peace=loving disposition of 

the West German militarists and revanchists and any attempts to deny the development 

of inadmissible military activities in West Germany are at variance. w.ith the actual 

facts. 

In conclusion, Ish~uld like to say that "We can only express our regret e.t 

-what Mr. Foster has just told us: namely, that his delegation does not intend to 

participate in a discussion of the proposal contained in the statement of the 

Government of the German Democratic· Republic to the Eighteen-Natiop. Committee and· 

the draft treaty submitted by that Government (ENDC/124). But one cannot help 

asking -why is it that you do not wish to discuss these proposals. After all, they 

relate to measures ainied at forestalling and preventing the further dissemination 

of nuclear -weapons -- they relate to that, and to nothing else. It is 

incomprehensible .to me. Why do you,. on the one hand, put forVJard proposals on 

the non~dissemination of nuclear weapons and, on the other hand, declare that you 

-will not participate in discussing proposals submitted in coimexion with this item 

of the agenda? He hope that the United states delegation will reconsider its 

negative approach, which as a matter of fact kills in the bud any possibility pf 

reaching_agreement on the question of the non=dissemination of nuclear·weaporis. 
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The Conference decided to issue the following communique~ 

"The Conference of the Eighteen=Nation Committee on Disarmament 

today held its l64th plenary meeting in the Palais des Nations, Geneva~ 
under the Chairmanship of Mr. Naszkowski, representative of Poland. 

"Statements' were made by the representatives of the, United States - _. 

of America, the Soviet Union, Poland~ Czechoslovakia, Italy and the 
United Kingdom. 

'~he next meeting of the Conference will be held on Tuesday, 
ll Februaryl964, at 10.30 a.m." 

The meeting rose at 12.35 p.m. 
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